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A forest ecosystem describes the community 
of plants, animals, microbes and all other 
organisms in interaction with the chemical and 
physical features of their environment



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Covid-19 has put immense pressure on all artist, but the problems are about to get 
particularly severe for those that have come to rely on public gatherings, physical space  
and face to face interactions.To get through this we’re going to need collective action. Now 
is the time to be inclusive, and to embrace (digitally) across art forms and states.

This paper extends the theoretical and practical understanding of the key elements and 
factors that promote the growth of a successful Think-Tank startup ecosystem, by 
presenting a conceptual framework for the startup.  More specifically, it looks at many-to-
many online art-sharing platforms, with a particular focus on art-seeking behaviour within 
those platforms. On a more practical note, it aims to provide a set of guiding principles for 
designing such platform in a specific context - such as digital transformation in times of 
COVID-19 and in near future. 

Methodologically, our research is complicated by two issues. On the one hand, due to the 
academic novelty of the topic under consideration, we have to deal with the lack of 
statistical data. On the other hand, due social isolation, we have to deal with lack of access  
to the art market segment.

Data collection was based on recent publications, semistructured interviews, observations 
and a questionnaire. The quantified data led to significantly unexpected findings related to 
sociocultural, institutional, technological, methodological, and educational aspects of 
ArtTech entrepreneurship.

The proposed platform’s vision and mission is to support artists and art institutions through 
leveraging new technology, and to collect and to disseminate this knowledge in the form of 
digitised information to a wider audience online, helping individuals and organisations by 
sharing our experience and know-how. Our mission is to contribute to helping institutions 
transitioning from physical to virtual to create engaging online presence during the 
COVID-19 outbreak, and to accelerate the implementation of active art-based collaborations 
online.

The Think-Tank’s value proposition is a B-Corp organisation with the mission to develop, 
trial, and scale up new ways to lead change to tackle the challenges that threaten our art  
and culture community. It is digital and all of the operations and activities take place online. 

The Think-Tank offers organising and facilitating digital events with  participants from all over 
the world, with short-term goals of developing and running the platform and midterm goals 
of generating revenue, expansion and growth. Our objectives are to secure diverse and 
sustainable finding and creating multichannel content online, measured by achieving 
sufficient income from numerous sources and regular publications and events.




PROBLEM 
How Covid-19 will change the Australian art sector and the way we experience and view art? How artists 
can adapt to COVID-19? Our research has been focused on current art sector support base, but 
moreover seeks understanding of how best to provide this support through digital transformation, 
including development of digital product(s); and how to target potential investors. To be able to make it 
work, it requires research into more effective art and culture fundraising strategies. 

With the  introduction of COVID-19 related restrictions, artists and art organisations have dealt with dire 
effects:


• Cancelled programs or events

• Lost revenue

• Impact to staff wellbeing

• Do not have a place to connect or collaborate

• Loss of volunteers

• Decreased funding

• Insolvency due to loss of income

• Lack of tour groups, seniors visits and school groups

• Loss of staff due to defunded positions and reduction of casual staff

• Reduced programming and visitation

• Cancelled exhibitions


NEED  
Technologies Used to Expand the Online Art Market 


Now more than ever we need  rigorous ways of understanding and measuring the elusive concept of 
“cultural value” as well as practical research problem, the need of making convincing arguments for 
public investment and for the sake of future challenge the creative industries might face.

One core thing that the COVID-19 has brought to the fore it’s  the importance of small to mid-sized 
enterprises and their contribution to innovation, employment and the community, as well as a catalyst for 
innovation and revealing new opportunities that so frequently spring from a crisis. Art sector needs 
support by way of hosting services and/or facilities to the ideas, projects, organisations and businesses, 
whether on a long-term or short-term basis, including events, skills training, capacity building and global 
opportunities.The most respectful analytical art market reports, such as The Art Market Report and The 
Hiscox Online Trade Report, distinguish between three cyber phenomena—namely, cryptocurrency, 
blockchain, and artificial intelligence—that hold big promises for the future development and expansion 
of online art trade. 




SOLUTION:  ArtTech Think-Tank 

Our Think-Tank is a platform for creating and implementing solutions for social, economic 
problems in art sector. It is a creative community and research organisation that seeks to help 
artists and art and culture organisations via website and an app, as well as through advocacy to 
raise awareness of the impact the Covid-19 crisis is having on art sector. It offers a way to effect 
change and communicate with people who are interested in supporting Australia’s art industry.


How can we leverage an online platform and commercialise visual communications and 
educational knowledge in new ways?

Instead of selling expertise through consulting, our company will sell expertise and advice in the 
form of webinars, artist talks and workshops. We will start with chronicling art-based innovation 
ideas to be evolved into a research, publishing and consulting company focusing on innovative 
trends and innovation consulting for art sector. Besides its off the shelf editorials on various at 
entrepreneurship areas, it will offer customised research services, and turn the findings of this 
research into strategic advice for its customers - with a focus on taking their existing practice 
online.


Our think tank will operate as global network of experts that we can draw upon for putting together 
its a monthly edition. Expertise is made available not through personal consultation but through 
brainstorming sessions and collaborative workshops. As such, expertise can be leveraged beyond 
the single consultant and project and new revenue streams are possible. We will offer a range of 
software and technology based tools for data analytics and data driven decision-making in various 
functions and businesses.


Furthermore we will offer a structured, repeatable and standardised process, in other words, 
codified the expertise in standardised solutions, which is independent of the individual 
consultants, so that the customers can use the standards and manage their own content online.


Moving from fixed fees to aligning fees with the client’s success, creating value for your customers 
by reducing their risk and aligning their success with sustainability and innovation.

Instead of charging clients for hours spent, we will charge clients for objectives achieved, aligning 
1/3 of its fee with the successful achievement of pre-defined goals throughout the innovation 
process and the success of their innovations in the market. Hence, the risk for clients is 
considerably reduced, as they only pay if the output of our Think Tank’s work is successful, from 
surviving to thriving in our Covid-19 times.




Online Art Market 

Today’s online art market is an autonomous segment of the contemporary art market that offers 
alternative ways to buy and sell art. As for the structure of the contemporary online art market, it is 
possible to distinguish between “hybrid” online–offline art businesses and “pure” online art 
enterprises. To be more precise, online–offline companies present on the contemporary online art 
market are traditional primary (galleries) and secondary (auction houses) art market players that 
operate both online and offline, with three main types of online art enterprises currently functioning 
in the art market—online auctions, online galleries, and online marketplaces (e.g., 1stdibs, Artnet, 
Artsy, Artandcollect, Artviatic, Saatchiart, etc.) 

The research of the dealer sector show the sales through online gallery channels, through dealers’ 
own internal online channels, such as a website or an e-mail, or arranged through third-party 
platforms. 

On the one hand, our research found that some online art market transactions “robotize” art 
commerce, as they involve a minimal amount of personal contact between the buying and selling 
practices (e.g. Blue Thumb and Etsy customer reviews).

Competitor analysis zoomed in on  Think+DO Tank Foundation, an arts and social impact charity 
making social change through the arts, with Jane Stratton, the CEO and founder of the Think+DO 
Tank, where she intrepidly changes the world through creative thinking with communities and 
Siobhan is the Manager, a highly skilled policy analyst and adviser.


The primary art market: Established and emerging artists and art organisations, volunteers, social 
media art market 

Donors: Art collectors, private investors

Beneficiaries: Artists, art dealers, and prospective art buyers, charities 

Potential partners: UX, UI designers, digital product developers, photographers and video/media 
designers, visual artists, performing artists, craftspersons or spokesperson working within an arts 
organisation. 

Consultants: Art critics/curators: these were chosen based on their importance and experience in 
the market. In this group, the degree of knowledge, reputation, and track record were fundamental


MARKET

Inspiration for a Think-Tank ecosystem  
The Japanese rock garden creates a miniature stylized landscape through 
carefully composed arrangements of rocks, water features, moss, pruned trees 
and bushes, and uses gravel or sand that is raked to represent ripples in water.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Style_(visual_arts)#Stylization


Strengths: 
• Think-tank serves as a link and connect all the market’s agents such as gallery 

owners, auction houses, art dealers, curators and critics, museums, and art shows

• Quick to market

• Unique shared economy model operating within new and emerging markets

• Distributes information compiled by experts

• Flexible and tailored solutions

• Arts and culture organisations in Sydney generally receive strong support from 

volunteers

• Good design

• Alternative funding options (on request)


Weakness:  

• In art market it takes years to build up reputation, the art world in general is an 
insider market full of implicit rules, and is a market of handshake and trust, which 
needs to be observed rather than quantified.


• Unlike traditional art market  links between artist (the producer of the traded 
goods) and the collector (who acquires the goods and injects capital into the 
market), the Think-Tank model is much more complex ecosystem


• The drawbacks due to the onset of the recession

• New startup - arts and culture organisations in general, have faced resource 

constraints, limiting their ability to survive, or expand, grow, or improve quality, 
especially now, due to the Covid-19 impact 


• Arts and culture community fragmentation - some of the art community and media 
influencers characterised by competition and self-interest


• Weak financial basis, it is difficult to access corporate support

• Political support for arts and culture has been mixed


ADVANTAGE:  WHAT SETS US APART

Opportunities: 

• Tech advantage, attracting board members and volunteers

• Strategic partnershipsIncreasing awareness, education and outreach of arts and 

culture to better take advantage of existing resources

• Taking advantage of the number of new performing arts venues that are not used

• Engaging the community’s leaders, both public and private, to empower visible 

advocates and ensure community support for the development of the arts and 
culture sector 


Threats: 

• Technology change

• Market saturation - in some areas such as arts education, there are many 

programs but they must compete for funding and, in some cases, they may be 
duplicating each others efforts


• Arts and culture will have to compete with entertainment and other leisure time 
options


• Fragile funding situation affecting arts and culture may make it difficult to attract 
talent and knowledge professionals 


• Online security issues (General privacy policy, Terms and Conditions)

• Digital presence: lack of style-guides, how to recruit and communicate with 

authors, missing experience with review processes, the best practices on printing 
and publishing, and finally the publishing process itself (promotion/launches/press 
conferences).




TEAM

The core team and organisational structure: Our Think Tank Team is a small team of interdisciplinary 
designers, researchers, strategists, and web/digital product developers.


Sponsors and donors: Our Think Tank relies on philanthropic and corporate support for its artists and arts 
and cultural organisations. Donors value relationships as a key component of the giving transaction—
whether giving is the result of private donations or corporate sponsorship. As an extension of this, 
donors can be inclined towards providing support where there is a direct link to an individual artist.  

  

Beneficiaries, key partners, and other stakeholders: Along with its key staff, the Think Tank draws on 
research expertise as well as partnering and collaborating with key content experts from Australia and 
around the world. Our researchers represent more than 30 areas of expertise from web design to 
photography, and from industrial engineering to artificial intelligence.


Networking  

     Networking is high necessity  for our think tank and is is urgently needed in every part of it; to recruit 
authors, employees, funding, connections and to become successful in our mission. To start with, they 
can be co-workers, mentors, customers, friends, simply someone who can help us make valuable, 
mutually beneficial connections.  

Ryoji Iwata is a 30-year-old architect-photographer living in Tokyo, Japan.

He creates thought provoking images using only his iPhone.

“My process of capturing things is as if I’m drawing pictures — when we’re 
drawing, we only project things we imagine. My photography is always 
something I imagine first”.



Key Partners Key Activities Value Proposition Customer Relationships Customer Segments

Key Resources Channels

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

Education and training


Software product 
development


Research


Collaborative projects


Business development/
Branding strategy 
consulting


Network of experts on 
various art-based topics, 
who have comprehensive 
industry experience


Partnership with private 
equity investors


NAVA, National Association 
for the Visual Arts


Australia Council for the 
Arts


Art Almanac
 Brand. Image. Reputation


Diverse team


Specialist expert 
knowledge

Intellectual Property (IP)


Digital Platforms	 


Video/Projector equipment 

for workshops/ talks  

No need for large office and gallery to host events


Marketing and website/app management


Fixed costs: salaries, workshop/events space rent


Variable costs: consultants, support and research staff, 
workshop facilitators, transport, insurances, event 
catering


Inspiring artists and 
creatives


Events and workshops led 
by artists


Innovation consulting


Branded editorial content


Consulting services: taking 
the product/art practice 
conception and 
development online

Data and analytics	 


Offers a selection of 
workshops 
to assist in learning abut art


Long term, close  
relationship with both 
clients and consultants


Support new art-based 
venture launches


Coaching & mentoring 
services


Advocate for the art 
community


Website


App


Social media


Support through online 
communities and future 
events/exhibitions 


People wanting to bring 
their art practice online


People in art industries 
affected by Covid-19


Art-related businesses


Independent consultants


Anyone interested in art 

and history  

Membership fees


Consulting fees


Sales of artworks and e-books


Advertising and sponsoring


Consultants, support and research staff


Performance based fee (innovation achieving pre-agreed targets), fixed fee 1/5th

Coaching or mentoring services


Think-Tank  

Primary

Secondary

Anyone interested in art 
and culture


Anyone who would like to 
contribute to the art sector 
affected by Covid-19


Anyone interested to learn 
about art enterprise 
opportunities


 



Financial Plan 
Our website has is built with the support of founding members and is powered by the Culture Fund.

We plan to apply for grants and donations, with significant contributions from private sponsor, and any 
other financial support from our members.

Our fundraising plan involves .

The significant gaps in our funding exists in finding and retaining talent and expertise and digital 
production equipment, however we will manage them by shared services and co-working spaces online 
and off-line.

Our business plan is now not set in stone; it can and should evolve and change in time as our organisation 
will change and grow. Our values, mission, and vision will probably stay the same; yet the other 
components will need to be revised, altered, and adjusted from time to time. Moreover, we should adjust 
our business plan according to our audience for the best results.

Financial estimates included in the Appendix.


Operational Plan 
As a think tank, we will seek to achieve our goals by employing short-term processes and our daily/
weekly/monthly tasks in order to meet our needs as well as our long-term processes, which indicates how 
we are going to reach our growth and impact goals and how we want to create social and political 
interaction, thus change. Our goal is to secure diverse and sustainable finding and creating multichannel 
content online, measured by achieving sufficient income from numerous sources and regular publications 
and events.

In the infographic diagram, we outlined the bottom line of our organisation, unlocking support of potential 
donors who want to know for whom, in what way, and exactly how we are gonna achieve an impact.


Sustainability and  Fundraising 
Financing Business Model



Marketing Analysis & Strategy  

Analysis  
After completing the market analysis we defined our niche in the online art market, as well as analysed 
the issues thoroughly, caused by Covid-19 that led us to establish a think tank in the first place, with a 
purpose  to find out how many people are affected by the issue, who  they are, and how we are going to 
reach and affect them.


Strategy  
It is likely that you will need to use a third-party service to help you to manage subscriptions and 
newsletters. We have suggested for newsletters using Mailchimp or Campaign Monitor. For events, we 
will have embedded ticketing and event management in the website itself, but Eventbrite is another 
useful online events management tool for us to use.


Programs, Services & Products  
• The website and app will include a special content type for art-based events, workshops and artist 

talks.

• We also have programs for indigenous artists in remote communities and low income earners with 

some key beneficiaries being those involved in producing promotional materials. We will seek outside 
funding for capital expenses and will support the application process for grants and sponsorships. 


• The community would benefit from our think tank from publications and blogs with responsive 
content and embedding interactive items like videos and charts.


• Our organisation meets the need for community engagement in solving the problems. It is important 
to ensure that potential visitors to our website know they can get engaged with our work by 
becoming a member, subscribing to a regular email newsletter, or get involved collecting donations.


• Bartering labour in exchange for equipment or new skill sets by volunteering, the members can 
manage their new career development by using Mentorship program.


Cultural Contexts 
Setting up our Think Tank website, language is very important in order to connect to a more international 
audience, keeping it simple, descriptive and to the point. It also should not take users more than one 
click to find out all the key information about our organisation, more than that and we might lose them. 

Having both a short (maximum of one sentence) and a long version (one to two paragraphs) of the text 
can be useful as we might need different versions in these different contexts. For example, the short 
description would work on a Twitter profile, while Facebook allows for a longer description. 


http://www.mailchimp.com/
http://www.campaignmonitor.com/
http://www.eventbrite.com/


Milestones

Build Proof of Demand/
Concept Development

Build Proof of Scalability/ 
Development of Digital 
Product

Lifetime 
(months)

0 3 6 9 12 15 18

Scale/ Digital 
Product Launch

Fundraise/ 
Expand Digital Product



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

With cautious hope, the conclusion of this report is not in the form of a schematic or generalised 
model, but rather an outline of a process that our 

Think-Tank may engage with and iterate with an aim to create a network for creative communities 
and focus on the particular practices and value systems that unite them. The outcome cannot be 
predicted in advance, but it seeks to develop an efficient and effective form of collective and cultural 
reckoning to re-examine and reshape how we live in these uncertain times. 


ArtTech Think Tank 

Our Think-Tank is a network organisation working together on key issues in international affairs, 
committed to developing constructive, coherent and future-oriented policy solutions with the 
objective of fostering a culture of open debate and discussion. The ArtTech Think Tank presents 
thoughts, evidence, opportunities, published articles and actions arising from the ArtTech network of 
leading interdisciplinary art and research groups. The ArtTech Think Tank is our mechanism to share 
knowledge and offer solutions on issues of social significance, while contributing to the national 
debate on art entrepreneurship to mitigate the Covid-19 impact on art and culture sector.  

ArtTech will work with knowledge partners world-wide, including academia, government, business, 
national and international agencies, in translating its work to policy options and practical application. 
 


"We like being thinkers, but we are thinkers with a purpose."  Mark Halle
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Website + APP Startup 
Costs of Sales (COS) 

BUSINESS 50 250 $50,000

PRODUCT 160 700 $100,000

   MARKETING 150 150 $25,000

TOTAL 1000 $175,000

    MILESTONES    DAYS       HOURS COST   ROLES    AVG RATE

Briefing/ Scope/ Goal setting 

Establish legal entity (B-corp) 

Set up business bank account 

Sign up for accounting software 

Competitive Audit/ Goal review 

Project planning, user studies 

Startup Pitch Deck 

Revenue/ cost structure planning 

Identifying key skills/ team hiring 

UX Design 

UI Design 

Development & iteration 

Prototype 

Launch MVP 

Private beta 

Official Launch 

Startup Marketing Strategy 

Create social media accounts & content 

Email list database 

Influencers 

Develop brand partnerships 

Continuous analysis and adjustments 

3 

1 

1 

1 

5 

14 

3 

7 

14 

20 

15 

60 

30 

3 

30 

3

5 

145 

$280 

$250 

$70 

$70 

$280 

$175 

$200 

$270 

$115 

12 

4 

2 

1 

28 

65 

25 

40 

80 

$160 

$130 

$145 

$145 

$245 

$145 

$245 

$300 

$165 

80 

36 

288 

120 

17 

120 

24 

17 

120 

$3,400 

$1000 

$115 

$55 

$8000 

$11,500 

$5000 

$10,500 

$9000 

$12,800 

$4,700 

$42,00 

$17,500 

$4000 

$17,500 

$5,800 

$5000 

$20,000 

1 General Mnger (30%)+1Mkt 
Mnger(30%)+1Project Owner(30%)
+CEO (10%)

1 Lawyer

1 Accountant

1 Accountant

1 Project Owner (20%)+2 UX 
Designer(30%)+1 Mkt Analyst 
3(30%)+1Team leader (20%)
1 General Mnger(20%)+1 Project    
  Owner(60%)+1 UI Designer(20%)

1 General Mnger(50%)+1 Project 
Owner(50%)
1 HR Analyst(80%)+1 Project 
Owner(20%)

2 UX Designers

2 UI Designers

1 Sr Dev(20%)+1 Dev(50%)+ 1Jr 
Dev(30%)

1 Project Owner(50%) 
1 Marketing Manager(50%)

1 Project Owner(50%) 
1 Marketing Manager(50%)

1 Marketing Manager (60%) 
1 Director (10%) 
1 General Manager(30%)

1 Marketing Manager (30%) 
1 Mkt Analyst 3 (20%) 
1 Mkt Analyst 2 (20%) 
1 Mkt Analyst 1 (30%) 

1 General Mnger (30%)+1Mkt 
Mnger(30%)+1Project Owner(30%)
+CEO (10%)

1 Sr Dev(20%)+1 Dev(50%)+ 1Jr 
Dev(30%)

1 Sr Dev(20%)+1 Dev(50%)+ 1Jr 
Dev(30%)
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$2,400 

$3,000           

$18,000          

$36,000          

$180,000        

        

$2,400             

$2,400             

$1,800              

$1,800        

$1,800           

$24,000 

$3,600              

        

                  

$2,400 

$3,000           

$18,000          

$36,000          

$180,000        

        

$2,400             

$2,400             

$1,800              

$1,800        

$1,800           

$24,000 

$3,600              

        

                  

$2,400 

$3,000           

$18,000          

$36,000          

$180,000        

FIXED ASSETS $40,000

Cash 

Hardware 

Software 

Equipment 

Inventory 

Furniture 

Vehicles 

Computers & Software

$50,000 

$3500 

$1000 

$1000 

$4500 

$10,000 

$20,000 

$10,000 

REVENUE 2022

FUXED ASSETS $100,000

2021

EXPENSES

FUXED ASSETS $100,000

   LIABILITIES/OWNER’S EQUITY $25,000

   AVG RATE

   SG&A EXPENSES

Workshops & training services 

E-books 

Membership fees ($149 Annual Plan, 

$19.95 per month) 

Artwork Sales 

Co-working spaces   

Maker-spaces (eg, workshops with 

communal production tools) 

 Creative spaces (eg, independent art 

galleries) 

Salaries and benefits 

Marketing expenses 

Accounting & Legal expenses 

IT-related costs 

Office supplies 

Advertising and marketing 

Bank fees and charges 

Bank interest 

Credit card fees 

Utilities (electricity, gas, water) 

Telephone 

Lease/loan payments 

Rent and rates 

Motor vehicle expenses 

Repairs and maintenance 

Workshop venue ($200 for 3 hours) 

Insurance 

Superannuation 

Income tax 

Wages (including PAYG) 

Current liabilities 

Inventory 

Owner’s equity 

$15,000 

$30,000 

$10,000 

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS $60,000

LIABILITIES + OWNER’S EQUITY $55,000

PROFIT & LOSS
2023

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL $100,000

$14,400 

$9,600 

$9,600 

&360,000 

$9,600 

$9,600 

$9,600

$422,000

$22,950

$35,000 

$15,000 

$20,000 

&360,000 

$15,000 

$15,000 

$15,000

$45,000 

$20,000 

$30,000 

&360,000 

$20,000 

$20,000 

$20,000

$465,000 $515,000

Business (startup) 

Digital product 

Marketing (multichannel) 

$50,000 

$100,000 

$25,000 

COST OF SALES (COS) $175,000

        

$200             

$200             

$150              

$150        

$150           

$2000 

$300              

        

                  

$200 

$250            

$1,500          

$3,000          

$15,000        

20222021 2023Monthly

Monthly

$1,200 

$800 

$800 

30,000 

$800 

$800 

$800

$35,200

$275,400 $275,400 $275,400


